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Effect of anharmonicity and Debye-Waller
factor on the superconductivity of PdHx and
PdD„

By R. Griessen and D. G. de Groot, Natuurkundig Laboratorium
der Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

(23. XI. 1982)

Abstract. On the basis of existing superconducting tunnelling, neutron scattering, electrical
resistivity and Raman scattering data and new thermal expansion, elastic moduli and point-contact
spectroscopy data it is concluded that the anharmonicity of the proton (deuteron)-palladium potential
is such that MHtüJ,/(MDcü|)) 1.12 ±0.05 (MH(D) is the mass and ft>H(D) the frequency of the vibration
of hydrogen (deuterium)). This anharmonicity is approximately 2 times too weak to reproduce the
observed inverse isotope effect in the superconducting transition temperature of concentrated PdHx
and PdDx alloys. Within a pseudopotential formalism it is shown that the Debye-Waller factor arising
from the large zero-point amplitude of the interstitial hydrogen (deuterium) leads to a contribution to
the inverse isotope effect in Tc which is as large as that of anharmonicity alone.

I. Introduction

One of the most intriguing isotope effects observed so far in metal-hydrogen
systems is the inverse isotope effect reported by Stritzker and Buckel [1] in PdHx
and PdDx. Above 80 at % H (resp. D) these alloys are superconducting. At
stoichiometry the superconducting transition temperature Tc of PdHx reaches a
value of approximately 9 K. PdD which according to a simple application of the
BCS theory should have a lower Tc than PdH is however found to have a
superconducting transition at 11.5 K [2].

This remarkable isotope effect has stimulated a considerable activity both on
experimental and theoretical side. The various theoretical models proposed so far
are all based on the difference in the amplitude of the zero-point-motion of the
interstitial hydrogen or deuterium. There are essentially two lines of thoughts.

According to Ganguly [3,4] and later Papaconstantopoulos et al. [5], Klein et
al. [6] and Papaconstantopoulos et al. [7, 8] the contribution Aopt of the optic
modes to the electron-phonon enhancement parameter À is significantly larger
than that of the acoustic phonons at hydrogen or deuterium concentrations close
to unity. As the optical phonons arise primarily from the vibrational modes of the
interstitial hydrogens of deuteriums /Yopt may be written as

Aopt - aH(d) - - / 2 \ UJ
MH(D)\iOH(D))

where MH(D) is the mass of the interstitial and <û-h(D)) a weighted average of the
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square of the optical phonon frequencies in PdH or PdD. tjH(d) is the first moment
of the "optical" Eliashberg function [a2F(to)]H(D), i.e.

t)h(d) lMHfD) I [a2F(to)]H(D)to dio (1)

with

T 2r/ M V J t>£ J ü£ „ .ta[« FWW,=^ j^
(3)

J
ue

where V is the volume of the sample under consideration, vk the velocity of an
electron in state fc and g(fc, fc', v) is the matrix element corresponding to the
scattering of an electron in state fc to a state fc' by an optical phonon of frequency
toHID)(q, v), wave vector q and polarization v. The integrals in equation (3) are
taken over the Fermi surface.

Assuming that (i) the electronic structure of PdHx is the same as that of PdDx
and consequently that r\H r\D (since the McMillan-Hopfield parameter r\ does
not depend on phonon frequencies but only on electronic quantities evaluated at
Ep)

(ii) the weighted average (wh(d)) is approximately given by (toH(D))2 and
furthermore that

(iii) as a result of the difference in the amplitudes of the zero-point motions
of hydrogen and deuterium, the force constants of the proton (deuteron)-
palladium potential satisfy the relation

M„(%)2 1.20Md(Wd>2 (4)

Papaconstatopoulos et al. [7, 8] found that kH 0.369 and AD 0.450, i.e.

^2=1.20 (5)

The corresponding values for the superconducting transition temperatures of the
stoichiometric alloys are Tc(PdH) 7.9K and Tc(PdD) 9.6K. The calculated
relative isotope effect ATC/TC=2 [Tc(PdD)-Tc(PdH)]/[Tc(PdD)+Tc(PdH)]
0.19 is slightly smaller than the experimental value of 0.24. In order to reproduce
the experimental ATJTC one would require an anharmonicity MH(toH)2
1.15MD{toD)2. As shall be shown in Section II such a large difference in force
constants is not confirmed by existing experimental data.

A different explanation of the inverse isotope effect has been proposed by
Miller et al. [9] and Satterthwaite [10]. According to these authors the difference
between the amplitude of the zero-point motion of a proton and that of a
deuteron at the interstitial sites of palladium is responsible for a difference in the
electronic structures of these alloys. This idea has recently received experimental
support from the de Haas-van Arphen measurements of Venema [11] and Bakker
et al. [12] on dilute a-phase PdHx and PdDx alloys. Their findings that Fermi
surface sheets with a strong s-character (at the octahedral interstitial site occupied
by hydrogen or deuterium in the fcc palladium lattice) are affected in the same
way by H and D, but that large isotope effects are present in the hydrogen
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(deuterium) concentration dependence of the size of d-like Fermi surface sheets
indicate clearly that electronic states are influenced by the zero-point motion of
the interstitial atoms. This implies that the assumption r\H %, made in Refs. 5-7
is questionable. In Section III an evaluation of the difference between tjh and tjd
will be made on the basis of a pseudopotential model for PdH and PdD.

II. Experimental results for the anharmonicity of the proton (deuteron)-
palladium potential

For a harmonic proton-palladium potential the ratio toH/toD of the average
frequencies of the optical modes in PdHx and PdDx should be V2. Since deviation
from Vz will lead to isotope effects in the electron-phonon enhancement parameters

À and consequently in Tc, many experiments have been carried out to
measure toH/toD or Mh<cüh)2/(Md<cüE))2). In this section we give a short review of
existing data obtained from neutron scattering, superconducting tunnelling and
Raman scattering and present new data derived from thermal expansion, elastic
moduli and point-contact spectroscopy measurements on a'-phase PdHx and
PdDx (x>0.66).

(a) Existing data

Rahman et al. [13] measured the incoherent scattering of neutrons on a
polycrystalline PdH063 sample. From a comparision of these data with the
incoherent scattering line shape derived from a "non-stoichiometric lattice
dynamics" model fitted to the coherent neutron scattering data for PdD063 [14]
they concluded that the force constant Mh(ù)h)2 of the proton-palladium potential

Table 1

Anharmonicity of the proton (deuteron)-palladium potential in
PdHx (PdDx) as determined by means of various experimental
methods.

XH *D MfftalflMj^ia^y Experimental method Ref.

0.63 0.63 1.20 neutron scattering 13
>0.63 >0.63 1.09 neutron scattering 20

0.63 0.63 1.10*) neutron scattering 13,16
0.79 0.75 1.09 Raman scattering 17
0.93 0.96 1.14±0.06 superconducting

tunneling
18

0.97 0.94 0.92; 1.11 superconducting
tunneling

19

0.99 0.95 1.13±0.23 electrical
resistivity

21

0.65 0.66 1.14±0.03 thermal expansion 22
0.66 0.65 1.09±0.06 elastic moduli 23
0.63 0.67 1.07 ±0.05 point-contact

spectroscopy
27

*)This value is derived from the maxima of the incoherent-
scattering lines as presented in Fig. 1 of Ref. 13 and Fig. 3 of Ref.
16.
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was 20% higher than that of the deuteron-palladium potential. As pointed out by
Rowe and Rush [15] the same lattice dynamics potential led to quantitative
discrepancies for the coherent neutron scattering line shapes [16].

Since a direct determination of ojH/toD by means of neutron scattering is

seriously complicated by the large differences in the coherent and incoherent
cross-sections of hydrogen and deuterium other spectroscopic methods such as

superconducting tunneling and Raman scattering have also been used. A
summary of the force constant ratios obtained by means of these techniques is given
in Table 1.

For the Raman scattering data [17] the value indicated in the table corresponds

to the transverse optical phonon peaks observed at htoH 58.5 MeV and
htoD 39.7 MeV. For (toHrD)) averaged over the whole optical phonon spectra
MH<ù)H)2/(MD(ft)D)2)<l since the high energy shoulder of the spectrum in
PdH07g is.quite smaller than in PdD075.

The two values indicated for the superconducting tunneling data of Ref. 19
arise from the fact that the optical phonon signal in PdH091 exhibit a double-peak
structure in contrast to the data for PdD090 and PdD094 where only one peak is

present.

(b) Thermal expansion

The contribution of optical phonons to the thermal expansion of PdHx of
PdDx is, in the spirit of the quasi-harmonic approximation, given by

7} 7777 Z "h(d)(4 v)htoHiD)(q, v)yHiD)(q, v) (6)
\ V0 /H(D) ß0V0q,v

where V(T) and V0 are the volumes of the sample at temperature T and T= 0 K
without the contribution of acoustic phonons but in the presence of the
zero-point motion of hydrogen or deuterium. B0 is the bulk modulus and n(q, v)
is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. The volume Grüneisen parameter
y (q, v) is defined as

din hto(q, v)
y(q, v) ———— (7)

öln V

Assuming that in PdDx the optical phonon frequencies are the same as in PdHx
but scaled by a factor a such that for all q and v

<oH(<?, v) a ¦ toD(q, v) (8)

and further that

kH(<\, v) a ¦ \D(q, v) (9)

we find that

This scaling law is very useful to analyze experimental data. In Fig. 1 we show the
optical contribution to the linear thermal expansion of PdH065 and PdD066 as
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Figure 1

Contribution of optical phonons to the linear thermal expansion of PdH0 65 and PdD0 66. The peculiar
behaviour of the curves below —100K is due to the so-called "50 K" transition [31].

measured by Hemmes et al. [22] by means of a dual capacitance dilatometer. In
the hydride the optical phonons are excited at higher temperatures than in the
deuteride and therefore, at a given temperature, the thermal expansion due to
optical phonons is smaller in PdH065 than in PdD066. Applying the scaling law
(10) to the data of Fig. 1 we obtain that a 1.51 ±0.02 and thus

^-^=1.14*0.03 (11)
MD(toD)2

(c) Bulk modulus

The adiabatic bulk modulus measured in sound velocity experiments depends
essentially on the deviation of the Grüneisen parameters y(q, v) from their
average value

_I (ßhto(q, v))2n(q, v)[n(q, v) + l]y(q, v)
y=- Z(ßhto(q,v))2n(q,v)[n(q,v) + l]

(12)

where ß l/(kBt) (kB is Boltzmann's constant). If one assumes that the deviation
of the Grüneisen parameters in PdHx is proportional to that in PdDx then the
contribution of optical phonons to the bulk modulus satisfies approximately
the following scaling law

(B(aT)-B0)H 8-a(B(T)-B0)D (13)

By applying this relation to the bulk modulus data of Geerken et al. [23] shown in
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Optical phonon contribution to the temperature variation of the adiabatic bulk modulus of PdH0 66
and PdDnÄ,.

Fig. 2 we obtain a 1.48 ±0.04 or equivalently

MH{toH)2

MD(toD)
1.09±0.06 (14)

(d) Point-contact spectroscopy

All the results concerning MH(toH)2/(MD(toD)2) presented so far in Section
11(a), (b) and (c) (with the exception of the superconducting tunneling data given
in Table 1) are strictly speaking only relevant to the anharmonicity of the proton
(deuteron)-palladium potential. For a proper discussion of the origin of the
inverse isotope effect in Tc one requires however the average

(<»H(D)>

J [a2F(to)]H(D)to dto

[a2F(to)]H(D) — dto
J to

(15)

Presently available superconducting tunneling data have not been inverted to
provide the Eliashberg function a2F(to) for PdHx and PdDx. Dumoulin et al. [18]
have only used the position of the minima in the d2I/dV2 characteristics of tunnel
junctions to determine toH/toD and found 14% anharmonicity in the force
constants.

In the last few years a new method, point-contract spectroscopy, has been
shown to be a powerful tool in the investigation of the electron-phonon interaction

in noble metals, simple and transition metals. In the rest of this section we
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shall briefly describe this new type of spectroscopy and, from measurements on
PdHx and PdDx, evaluate (10%) and (tojj).

Point-contact spectroscopy has mainly been developed by Jansen, Van Gelder

and Wyder [24]. It is based on the existence of alinearities in the current
(I)-voltage (V) characteristic of a tiny electrical contact between two normal
metals at low temperatures. The resistance of such a microcontact depends on the
ratio of electron-mean free path I and the diameter la of the contact. In the
Knudsen limit i.e. if a/l« 1, the current through the contact is to first order given
by

where p is the resistivity of the metal. Equation (16) is usually used to estimate
the contact diameter which is of the order of 100 Â for a contact resistance of
about 10 H.

The non-linear behaviour of the I-V characteristic arises from higher order (in
a/0 contributions to the current due to electron-phonon collisions.

Kulik et al. [25] and Van Gelder [26] have shown that for a small constriction
between two pieces of normal metal with a spherical Fermi surface the second
derivative à I/dV2 of the I-V curve the point-contact spectrum is directly
proportional to the point-contact electron-phonon coupling function according to

d2I/dV2 -^- N(Ep)nefla2pF(to) (17)
n

where N(EF) is the density of states of electrons of one spin at the Fermi level
and neff is the effective volume for phonon generation by the injected "hot"
electrons. The point-contact coupling function a2F(to) is defined by

f — f — I |g(k, fc', v)\2K(k, k')8(to - to(q, „))
J vn J vk v

I
a2pF(to) ' " U£ J ** " (18)

(lrr)3h f dS

vk

This function is very similar to the Eliasberg electron-phonon coupling function
given by equation (3) except for the Kulik weighting factor K(R, fc'). This factor
favours heavily the backscattering of electrons since the alinearities of the I-V
curve are associated with a backflow of electrons through the contact orifice.

Using a special procedure for the preparation of point-contacts between two
pieces of PdHx or PdDx Caro et al. [27] succeeded recently in measuring for the
first time the a2F function in a metal-hydrogen (deuterium) system.

The point-contact spectrum of PdH063 at 1.5 K is presented in Fig. 3(a). The
large peak at low energies is associated with the acoustic vibrations of the
palladium lattice. The peak at 57 meV is due to the optical phonons. This peak
shifts clearly to lower energy (39 meV) if hydrogen is replaced by deuterium as

can be seen from Fig. 3(b).
By means of the spectra in Figs. 3(a) and (b) and equation (15) in which the

Eliashberg function is replaced by the point-contact electron-phonon coupling
function a2F(to) one finds that

^fÛ#=1.07±0.05 (19)
MD{toD)p
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Figure 3
Point-contact spectra of (a) PdH063 and (b) PdD067.

The values given in Table 1 and in eqs. (11), (14) and (19) all indicate that the
proton-palladium potential is slightly stiffer than the deuteron-palladium potential.

In the average one finds that the ratio of the force constants is 1.12±0.05. (In
fact the value given in equation (19) which is based on the correct definition of the
force constant even points to a smaller anharmonicity.)

This 12% anharmonicity would lead to ADMH 1.12 and thus to an approximately

two times too weak inverse isotope effect if the only effect of zero-point
motion of H (or D) would be to influence the force constants of the interstitial-
host potential. In the next section we show that the electron-optical phonon
enhancement parameters are also significantly influenced by the zero-point motion

via Debye-Waller factors.
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ID. Effects of Debye-Waller factor on AH(D).

The 12% anharmonicity found in Section II is due to the relatively large
zero-point motion amplitude of H and D in palladium. Anharmonicity will
influence the strength of the electron-optical phonon interaction via a change of
the phonon frequencies themselves and via many-phonon scattering processes.
Furthermore large vibration amplitudes lead to the appearance of Debye-Waller
factors in the electron-phonon matrix elements (even for a harmonic potential). All
these effects are proportional to the ratio (u2)/a2 where (u2) is the average square
displacement of H (or D) from its equilibrium position and a is the lattice
constant of palladium. In turns out [28], however, that the principal effects are
due to the renormalization of the phonon frequencies in one phonon processes
(which leads to a difference in the force constant Mh(e>)(û.h(d)) and to the
Debye-Waller factor).

In order to evaluate the importance of Debye-Waller terms in À we assume
that the Bloch states of PdH (and PdD) near the Fermi energy are adequately
described by a pseudowave function

^(f) ]Zai(k)\k + Gi) (20)
i

where |fc + G,) is a normalized planewave of wave^vector fc + G,-, and G, are
reciprocal lattice vectors. The coupling function g(k, fc', v) in equation (3) can
then be written as

g(t- *¦ -> ¦ -'fessât r.
»*«'><¦*>'-"•"•'"

xe(q,v)-(U'-ìc + Gi-Gl)(ìc'+Gi\ Wl-C + Öi) (21)

where (fc'| W |fc) is the pseudopotential form factor. The quantity Mn(k', fc) in the
Debye-Waller factor in equation (21) is given by (at T 0 K),

M/((fc', ic) « -*L i mvi-ik'-k^-G^'n 4MN tl hto(q,v)

where the summation is over the 3N optical modes. If the optical phonon
dispersion curves in PdH and PdD are modelled by Einstein oscillators of
energy htoH and htoD then

Mn(k', k)„(D) \ (k'-k + Gi - G,)2 (23)
4MH(D)htoH(D)

The main contributions to a2F(to) come from large angle normal scattering
processes and Umklapp processes. These processes involve large momentum
changes and are strongly influenced by the Debye-Waller factor. In a single
OPW-approximation the Fermi surface is a sphere, a,(fc) ô,i0 and for normal
processes

a^ ta.,. 2ef m
Mqo 7 TT (24)

ntoHlD) MH(D)

where m is the mass of the electron. For Umklapp processes involving a
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reciprocal lattice vector G (i.e. îc' - k~ q + G)

h2G2
Moo^TTT^ (25)

4MH(mhtoH(D)

In the case of stoichiometric PdH (and PdD) the Fermi surface [29] is similar
to that of copper but has larger necks at the [lll]-faces of the Brillouin zone.
Umklapp processes which give the major contribution to a2F(to) will therefore
involve mainly G200 reciprocal lattice vectors. As a rough approximation one expects
that a2F(to) cc exp (-(1/3)G!0o(wh(d))) and consequently that

(r) ^h^,1-^)) <26>
\AH/Debye-Waller \ü MnfltOpx \ ltOD 1J

In PdH and PdD the lattice constant is a s4.l3Â and the optical phonon
energies are ÄtoH 53 meV and htoD =35 meV [18]. The inverse isotope effect
with the Debye-Waller factor is thus (AD/AH)Debye_Waiier =1.09. Combining this
result with the effect of anharmonicity described in Section II one obtains finally

^= 1.09x1.12 1.22 (27)

in fair agreement with AD/AH 1.25 required to reproduce the relative inverse
isotope effect ATC/TC 0.24.

IV. Conclusions

The anharmonicity MhWh/MdwI, of the H(D)-Pd potential is found to be 1.12
by averaging experimental results for neutron scattering, electrical resistivity,
superconducting tunneling, Raman scattering, thermal expansion, elastic moduli
and point-contact spectroscopy.

The large vibration amplitude of the interstitials in PdHx and PdDx makes it
necessary to include Debye-Waller factors in the electron-phonon coupling
functions. The ratio of the Debye-Waller factors for the electron-optical phonon
processes which contribute most to a2F(to) (mainly Umklapp scattering involving
second nearest neighbour reciprocal lattice vectors) is 1.09.

Assuming that the renormalization of phonon frequencies (as the result of
anharmonicity) and the presence of Debye-Waller factors in the coupling function
g(k, fc', v) are the main consequences of the large vibration amplitudes of H and
D in palladium we estimate that kD/\H 1.22. Together with Tc(Pd) 9 K, this
ratio of the optical phonon contributions to À would lead to a superconducting
transition temperature of 11.2 K for stoichiometric PdD in reasonable agreement
with the experimental value of 11.5 K.

The appearance of Debye-Waller factors in \H and AD which are large enough
to account for approximately half the observed inverse isotope effect in Tc raises
the question whether Debye-Waller factor effects should be observable or not in
other physical quantities, such as electron-impurity scattering or Fermi surface
dimensions. A qualitative answer to this question can be obtained from the
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following expression of the electron self-energy £ (fc, Ep) [30]

lTrh2xM °°I (Z, Ep) —- £ (21 + lXF^fc))^8' sin 6\ (28)
mfcFV ,f0

where kF is the Fermi wave vector and S, the /-phase shift of the H (or
D)-scattering potential. The quantity F,(£) depends on the pseudo-wave coefficients

o,(fc*) (see equation (20)) and on the displacement ü of H (or D) from the
octahedral interstitial site at JR0 in the following way

<F,(fc*)> X a*(fc)om(fc)P,(cos eim) exp [i(Ô, - Gm)K0]

xexp[^(GJ-f5m)2<u2)] (29)

where 0jm is the angle between fc — Gj and fc - Gm and P( are Legendre polynomials.

The main difference between the Debye-Waller factor in equation (29)
and that in equation (21) is that for the self-energy the Debye-Waller factor is
identically equal to one for a spherical Fermi surface while e~M>™-lk'k) < 1 for
electron-phonon scattering. This is of course not surprising since the electron
self-energy cannot depend on the position of the impurity immersed in a
homogeneous electron gas. Debye-Waller effects in £ (fc, EF) aie thus only
present for metals with distorted Fermi surfaces. Even then the effects are quite
small. Recent de Haas-van Alphen experiments by Bakker et al. [12] on dilute
PdHx and PdDx have shown that for the T-centered electron sheet there were
(within experimental errors) no isotope effects in the dimension of this sheet and
in the electron relaxation time. Since these two quantities are directly related to
the real part and imaginary part of Y. (fc, EF) these data indicates that Debye-
Waller factor effects are at most a few percent. The same conclusion holds for
concentrated PdHx and PdDx alloys since the T-sheet is the only sheet of the
Fermi surface of Pd which does not vanish when the hydrogen (deuterium
concentration) is increased.

Note added in proof: The conclusions concerning the magnitude of the
anharmonicity in the force constants i.e. MHtojI/(MDto^) l.ll have recently
been confirmed by a new analysis of neutron scattering data [32].
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